


1. Why do you have to chew food before it goes down the oesophagus?

 

 

 

 

2. Name something that happens to the food whilst in your stomach.

 

 

 

  

3. How much food does the average adult eat in TWO years?

 

4. Put these organs in the correct order to show the stages of the digestive system:

 large intestine  mouth  small intestine  stomach  oesophagus

 

5. Where in your body do the nutrients and goodness come out of the food to go into the rest of your body?

 

 

 

6. In the fact file, the author tells you about a thing called a ‘Pillcam’ – why would doctors find this useful?
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7. Why has the author used an exclamation mark after the word ‘head’ near the end of the ‘Before the Stomach’ 

section?

 

 

 

 

8. What is ‘chyme’?

 

 

9. Why has the author started the text with a question sentence?

 

 

 

 

10. Why has the author written ‘(pronounced: a-soff-a-guss)’ in the ‘Before the Stomach’ section?
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1.  Why do you have to chew food before it goes down the oesophagus?

To break it down to be smaller and softer pieces to move down the oesophagus and 
through the body. If it were too big or too rough, it might hurt you or get stuck.

2. Name something that happens to the food whilst in your stomach.

Accept any answers from: breaks down more, gets stored for a while, mixes with acid/juices/
enzymes, or the juices in there help kill bacteria in the food. 

3. How much food does the average adult eat in TWO years?

1000kg (2 x 500kg)

4. Put these organs in the correct order to show the stages of the digestive system:

mouth, oesophagus, stomach, small intestine, large intestine

5. Where in your body do the nutrients and goodness come out of the food to go into the rest of 
your body?

Small intestine

6. In the fact file, the author tells you about a thing called a ‘Pillcam’ – why would doctors find 
this useful?

To look for something wrong/any problems on the inside of someone’s digestive system.

7. What has the author used an exclamation mark after the word ‘head’ near the end of the 
‘Before the Stomach’ section?

Because it is surprising that the body can do this.

A substance that looks like porridge that contains broken down food mixed with acid, juices 
and enzymes

8. What is ‘chyme’?

To engage the reader/make you read on.

9. Why has the author started the text with a question sentence?

The word oesophagus is a tricky word to read and say, and is not pronounced how it is spelt.  

10. Why has the author written ‘(pronounced: a-soff-a-guss)’ in the ‘Before the Stomach’ section?
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